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Audition mobile korea

Tips: 1.1.1.1 VPN (WARP) should be used when playing games to avoid communication errors, crashes, and menu not displayed... Etc. Your request has been solved hack game solved, you can enjoy it by clicking the button below. GO HACK NOW Status is not open for further responses. The status is not open for
additional responses. Tags: Tags Korean Test Club 클럽 오디션 Mod Seiten, Die von der Seite met Gefällt Mir markiert wurdenAktueller Petrag der SeiteSLAM DUNK (English / Open-BETA) 2020 online anime mobile basketball game will be launched in only 3 days.!!! The game is now in pre-registration. [Subscribe to
YouTube Channel] Play / Links: Valhala Rising (PC /MOBILE) - a new upcoming Korean online MMORPG for laptop and video game Trailer.!!! [Subscribe to YouTube Channel ] Trailer: War: LOST CENTURIA English Closed Beta Is Finally Launching in Googleplay, Download-Now, Check the links in the video
description.!!! Join us at Sw: Lost Centuria Ph Group. [Subscribe to YouTube Channel] Play/Links: this article requires additional citations to verify. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced materials may be challenged and removed. Searching for Resources: Online Testing -
News · Newspapers · Books · World · JSTOR (June 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Online TestDeveloper (s) T3 EntertainmentPublisher (s) YD Online (2004 - 2015) Hanbitsoft (2015 - Current) Platform (s) Microsoft Windows ReleaseRelease: 2004NA: April 2, 2007UK: 31 May 2007EU:
June 25, 2007Genre (s) Music video game and MMOGMode (s) multi-test online (Korean: 오디션 온라),also known as X-BEAT in Japan and popularly called AyoDance in Indonesia, is free to play multiplayer online casual rhythm game produced by T3 Entertainment. It was released in South Korea in 2004 and has been
translated by various publishers around the world. Online testing is free to play, but earns revenue by selling virtual items such as clothes to avatar player. The online test ing history developed by T3 Entertainment was released to Korean publisher 'Roy World' during July 2005. During June 2006, YeDang took an online
test and called it Test Club. [1] The play also saw its first release out of Korea in 2006 in the south-east Asia region,[2] the Japanese region under the name Dance Paradise[3] and the Vietnamese region. [4] In 2007, major publisher Nixon is the game for the American public. [5] The play was then also local for the
kingdom of mecca and European public where publishers Alada and J4 received an agreement to receive a subscriber servant. In June 2008, the test saw the first version of season 2 update where the new game mode Pulse Rush was added, updated graphics and adjusted aspect ratio 1024x768. [6] Nexon decided in
2009 not to renew its contract with T3 Entertainment for business Online, thus having Japanese and American servers shut down. In order to solve this problem, T3 Entertainment affiliates Redbana and Hanbitstation published the game. U.S. players can relay their accounts and personalities from Nixon to Redpana. On
September 30, 2015, T3 Entertainment did not allow YD Online to renew its contract. This decision was made in order to allow T3's HanbitSoft to be able to publish Audition Online. YD Online held databases to test in South Korea but prompted the server scan. HanbitSoft reward players with free cash, cheaper cash
store items, exclusive non-term outfit and more frequent updates. On October 1, HanbitSoft was officially the publisher of online testing and Hannibalton was the official publisher of the performance experience in Korea. The gameplay allows the player to create a room or join the room. A DJ (the player who creates the
room) is given the power to choose settings for the room: song, opportunity, and game mode. The BPM song (beats per minute) usually determines the song's difficulty and speed (with some exceptions such as hitting mode). While the DJ has the ability to kick people out of the room and close the dance floor off, this is
generally no use. After all, the most attractive part of the game is the social aspect: playing alongside others whether for fun or competition. The basic game is played by pressing the arrows displayed on the screen (except for the red chance arrows) and pressing the space key or controlling each 4 beat of the song. The
more accurate the space key or control key, the higher the result. A degree of perfection will provide players with the greatest score, a degree of great and COOL will provide players with decent scores, and a degree of BAD will provide players with very little score, and for MISS will provide players with any turn score.
The player who receives MISS will not get a chance to play in the next step. Finish Move, a special step during most play modes, is arguably the hardest move. A player who does not miss the move before finishing the move has the option to do so. Ending issue moves has a lot of points and can often be the key to



success. The player who performs perfects receives two or more bonus points to do so. These PERFECT combos (or perfect chains) enable players to intervene with the opposition. A blue circle indicates that the player made the perfect step and acts as a shield. When a player performs perfect X1 (or X2 is ideal in some
cases), players who precede him and his successor in the order of points receive a yellow circle. Players with a yellow circle won't get points if they don't achieve perfection (in the final step, it reduces the score by a percentage instead of the whole score). Players can increase their score by playing chance. An
opportunity that can be activated by pressing a deleted key or key. The keys and players appear to press in the opposite direction to the red keys. At the end of the dance battle, the person who gets the most points is the winner. This player's character is presented at the front of the stage. Each player will receive
experience points and Den/BEATS according to their finishing positions. If one game/set (not including NPC, one party two won even modes) is full, a random event may occur (also called a task). Rewards are awarded to accomplish these challenges. Some challenges are, but are not limited to: get a specific beat rule
(e.g. no COOLs or no BADs), get perfect combos (for example, perfect X3), or get standing (e.g. get number 1). Music can be random, random (new), or random from any set of rhythms. There are also different game modes like: Beat Rush - where there are four ovals around the bottom of the screen with different keys.
The user must press all the keys in a precise beat in order to get perfect. Pressing all the keys in the right beat will earn great, while pressing all the keys in a bad beat or pressing a moderate number of keys in the correct beat will earn cool. Bad guys and Misses can get by pressing the fewest number of keys either in the
right beat or in the wrong beat. Beat up - where individual keys come in six keys divided into two different sides. Players must press each individual key in the correct beat to get a higher score. In 100 combos and 400 combos, a bonus multiplier will be given. Block Win - where team players hit the three individual keys in
the right win. Boys and girls - where boys and girls team up 2v2 or 3v3 in their sex and play normal main mode for battle. Couple mode - where a boy and a girl must team up. Each character will have the same step; However, their normal blue keys will be separated by random gray keys. Dance Club I/II/III - where boys
and girls team up to have couples for the game. The first, second, and the third each of their own unique quirks where players generally provide each other with hearts, flowers, or gifts while switching between couple mode and normal mode. Guitar mode - where individual notes come down and the player must hit the
notes with the corresponding keys. The guitar observer can be purchased in the Korean version or acquired from events in north American regions. However, the guitar can be used throughout all servers. The guitar controller gives players an additional 20% EXP. Shooting Stars - this mode plays similar to Beat-Up in
players strike notes when moving in their windows, but instead of fixed two lanes, now notes throughout the screen and moves freely in many directions (an element similar to modern rhythm games like Osso!). There are three difficulties to choose from, with higher difficulty adding more notes to the screen and dual
arcades that require players to press both the space bar and notes at the same time. Lyrics Available on a large number of servers, such as Korean Test, Chinese Test, Ayodance and New Test. Not all songs contain lyrics, and you must purchase a lyrics item using the game coin (DEN/ BEATS) in order to take
advantage of the in-game song lyrics system. Clothing there was a quantity of exclusive clothes and accessories throughout the various versions. X-Beat (Japanese version) seems to be the most distinctive, with Hanbet everywhere designing most of their clothes, limited to the server. However, the clothes obtained from
this server are locked behind any of the fashion boxes (boxes gaining random fashion items, from random duration) and reconfigured boxes (step over the fashion boxes). Fashion boxes often earn you two items per box, while re-forming one earning boxes. Redbana (American version) had its share of exclusive
clothing/accessories, and the examples are during the anniversary, where clothes were made exclusively for Redbana and events when users were allowed to draw an accessory, where the winner will be an accessory in the game. The Korean audition had initially described the clothes of Sanrio, but in 2015, Vietnam
Test and Ayodance followed suit. Branded items can only be purchased for a maximum of 30 days (not the usual non-10-day time period). Fashion Mall Section Fashion Mall is a place where users can purchase clothes, accessories or items that can enhance their experience in the game. Couple Mall exclusive items for
couples are found here. These include clothing, pets, love licenses, rings (when users get married in the game) and items such as date chart. Players can also gift items to their partners here. If a couple breaks up, items will be locked and players will not be allowed to wear them until someone else's couple. Make-up
accessories can be assembled here, and the user must purchase a make-up accessory and make-up element such as colors, sparkle scinday or colors + sparkle that costs CASH. The user can then perform the item. Users can also level up their accessories using MakeUp points, learned in the game. Even the
accessories can be leveled give different designs of their wings. In X-Beat, remake boxes can be used to earn exclusive X-Beat outfits. Mascot salon shop for mascot players, which contains exclusive clothes and accessories for the mascot system. There are functional elements such as foods and drinks, name change
card, personal change card or skin lotion lotion in order to customize more mascot once players have bought them. Areas available name local language regions publishers the estimated release date of South Korea 클럽오디션 (Test Club) 2006-2015 and then 2019 so far the previous published as 오디션 (test) 2015-
2019. South Korea Hanbiton (other publishing portals include DAAD and Hangame) (formerly YDOnline/Ncucu) October 15, 2004 - September 30, 2015 under YDOnline October 1, 2015 – Present under HanbitOn Open Japan X-Beat Japan Everywhere Entertainment Company (formerly Japan) September 6, 2006 -
March 31, 2016 China closed 劲舞团 China Simplified 9you.com 2006 Opening Southeast Asian Test Next Level (formerly AuditionSEA) Tagalog English Philippines Singapore Malaysia Asia Co., Ltd. (formerly E-Games- Top Level! Games Philippines and Asia Soft Online Pte. Ltd) 2006 - 2017 under electronic games -
level games 1 September 2006 - 31 August 2018 under Asiasoft Pte online. Ltd. September 1, 2018 – located under Playpark, the server is integrated with Electronic Games and Asiasoft. Open Thailand Test Thailand Thailand Thailand Thailand Co. Asiasoft Co., Ltd. 2006 Vietnam Open Test VTC Vietnam
au.vtcgame.vn 2 July 2006 - October 31, 2020 Open Taiwan 勁舞團 Traditional Chinese HappyTuk Co., LTD (formerly Insrea Game Center Inc.) 2007-2015 under Insrea Game Center Foundation 2015-Present under HappyTuk Co.Ltd Opening Hong Kong 勁舞團 Traditional Chinese Hong Kong Gameone (formerly
Gameone and 9you) previously closed down under Gameone and 9youyou 17, 2020 - present under Jamioni Open North American Redbana English Usa Redbana Usa (Formerly Nexon Us, April 27, 2020 - Present under Jamioni Open North American Redbana English Usa 2007 - April 8, 2009 under NEXON America.
It was relaunched on April 9, 2009 under Redspana. Open Latin America Test Latin America Mexico Central America Axeso5 2008 Open Indonesia Test AyoDance Indonesian PT Megaxus Infotech 2006 Open Brazil Test Online Dance Battle Brazil Portuguese Hazit Online April 2007 - July 2010. Close Europe Test
Europe Anglo-German-French Spanish All European Countries Burda:ic GmbH (alaplaya) 2009-2014, merging the server with G10 in 2009. Closed UK Go English Test England Scotland Wales Northern Ireland G10 2008 - 2010, merging the server with alaplaya in 2009. The controversy closed there were some server-
wide differences on board the performance experience. For example, the axeso5 version of Audition Online must name all their new songs - Month of the Year - Song No. (such as Febrero 2015 - Tema 04) while listing the actual music title and actual artist on their site. [7] Users can then find the title song by Tema 01,
Tema 02, etc. While certain people in the game have pointed out that this method used by axeso5 may try to avoid copyright claims while still adding more popular songs, their claim is still speculation and has not been proven. The North American/global version of the online test was recently voted up to the event,
asking users to write reviews during its launch on the steam platform in exchange for 40,000 BanaCash (equivalent to US$40). Although Redbana did not break any of the steam regulations and did not intend to force users to vote on steam (as it was working for a limited time and Redbana claims that they only asked for
game reviews, not positive reviews), it caused a player struggle including in reviews and other forums. The event was closed down and all entry was given before June 9 40,000 panaches. Although the North American/Global Version is also known as the fashion capital of test areas, receiving new items and updated
fashion mall before any other server, and also receiving some X-BEAT (Japan Test) exclusive items, the North American region was unfortunate with patches. There was a drought with the number of songs received by the server, with a wait of at least two to three months in order to get three new songs. In order to help
restore the game, the community was helping to get songs with three of the new Redbana songs received in the August update that was requested in the community selection theme. The Southeast Asian version of the test is used to provide an unban system for hackers by paying real money to the Asiasoft team.
However, the page appears to have been removed and the service no longer exists. The Vietnamese version of the test almost underwent a publisher change back in 2009 due to an error from VTC Online, which failed to renew its contract with T3 Entertainment as of September 26, 2009. Four days later, VinaGame (vTC
Online's competitor and publisher hot Step) announced that they had acquired the right to publish the test in Vietnam, and would soon open a portal to allow players to transfer their accounts to VinaGame. Although VTC continued to deny this claim, they eventually declared it was in fact their fault and the three
companies worked behind the scene to resolve the issue together. In the end, VinaGame agreed to withdraw its contract and allowed VTC Online to retain the publisher's right to test and T3 Entertainment agreed to retain its contract with VTC Online. [8] The Chinese and Hong Kong version of the test was a problem as
well, and some differences including the use of the game and the forum board game as a prostitution/sex service, using the Forum Board to sell drugs, having a child kill another child on 'virtual love'[9] and a 15-year-old girl getting pregnant to meet a 20-year-old man on probation. China's Ministry of Culture also
criticized the game. Due to a dispute between YD Online and T3 Entertainment, the Korean version has suffered the test. YD Online had signed a 10-year contract to experience online performance (hence its name club 오디션) from 2005 and was looking forward to renewing their service. However, halfway through, T3
Entertainment got HanbitSoft and owns Hanbiton. Now, T3 Entertainment is a frequency to renew yd online contract or even make YD Online one of the portals towards testing (portals are owned by different companies, allowing users to register or log on to the company they want, and then connect to one test server).
YD Online also owns databases to the current test. Due to the neglect of T3 entertainment towards the Korean version of the test, the game will undergo a full server scan with user interface changes, new fashion elements and more. To compensate, Hanbiton offers 100,000 CASH To 100,000 WON) for players who pre-
register IGN (name in the game) before September 30. T3 and Hanbiton did a very aggressive marketing strategy that was successful and received a large percentage of its users again. Portable Test Portable Testiser is a Portable PlayStation port of the game, released in Korea in 2007. It features over 100 songs and
includes multimedia for 6 players, and online arrangement, along with new songs, maps and dance moves that have been released as downloadable content. [10] [11] References ^ 클럽오디션 - 대Lose민 No.1 스테Hrawi. clubaudition.ncucu.com. Originally edited version on September 25, 2015. Accessed May 31, 2017. ^
Test birthday. 25 September 2015. Archived from the original version on September 25, 2015. Retrieval 31 May 2017.CS1 maint: BOT: Original-Link Unknown State (Link) ^ 無料 Recoveredム ダゲゲRecoveredパゲ Recoveredダ Recoveredダ Recovered. 30 November 2006. Originally edited on November 30, 2006.
Retrieval May 31, 2017.CS1 maint: BOT: Original Unknown Link (Link) ^ VietNamNet. Game thủ quẩy hοt nấc nhφt hφt nấc thứ 8 | Jameso. Accessed May 31, 2017. ^ NEXON America's new MMO dance game, Test, quickly gains momentum with teen audience hitting 100,000 user milestones. Accessed May 31, 2017.
^ @gameshot. 오디션 표절, 엔씨소프트가 뿔났다 : 게임샷. 게임샷 (gameshot) (in Korean). Accessed May 31, 2017. ^ Test Season 4: Nueva Actual ización | Noticias y eventos | Performance Experience | Axeso5.com. April 21, 2016. Accessed October 27, 2017. ^ TGĐ VinaGame xác nhận đã giành được Audition. March 4,
2016. Accessed October 27, 2017. ^ 虚拟爱情酿悲剧_新闻中⼼_新浪⽹. March 4, 2016. Accessed October 27, 2017. ^ Yun, Andrew (6 April 2007). Korea gets ready for some portable test. Engadget. Accessed June 6, 2019. ^ Music in a portable audition. (Siliconera), 11 September 2007. Accessed June 6, 2019.
External Redbana Test Links (North America) Hanneptune Test (South Korea) DAUm Test (South Korea) Hangame Test (South Korea) Test Forever (China) Test Next Level / Test Thailand (Southeast Asia) (Redirection by Region) VTC Test (Vietnam) Test Taiwan Latin Test (Latin America) Brazil (Brazil) Ayodance Test
(Indonesia) Hong Kong Test Performance of Recovery
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